
CONCRETE RUB 

DESCRIPTION: 

MS-CONCRETE RUB is a blend of multiple Portland cements and select graded silica sands. It is used for 
thin application on precast concrete or poured walls to fill small pin holes on the surface. Concrete Rub is an 
excellent material for restoration work, giving old concrete surfaces a new look of freshly poured concrete. 

MIXING: 

A 50-lb. pail of MS-CONCRETE RUB requires approximately 2 gallons of mixing water. For proper bond
ing, the mixing water should be blended with MS-ACRYLIC Bonding Agent at a ratio of 1 part MS-ACRYLIC 
Bonding Agent to 3 parts water. MS-CONCRETE RUB is then added to the mixing liquid.· Mix to a slurry 
consistency by hand or use a slow-speed (650 RPM) paddle mixer. Apply using a mason's brush or hard 
rubber float. After initial set, the surface should be rubbed to the desired finish using damp burlap. 

WARRANTY: 

All recommendations and statements made are based on seller research and experience; Since seller has no 
control over the conditions of use or storage of the product sold, seller cannot guarantee the results obtained 
through the use of its products. The buyer shall determine the suitability of the product for its own purpose. 
Seller shall in no event be liable for consequential damages. Sellers' liability hereunder, if any, shall be 
limited to replacement of goods sold. 

WARNING - EYE IRRITANT: 

This product contains Portland cements. It is alkaline on contact with water. Use a paddle for mixing to avoid 
splashing into eyes or contact with skin. During mixing or application, avoid contact with eyes. In case of 
such contact, flood eyes repeatedly with water and call physician. Wash thoroughly after handling and before 
smoking or eating. Do not take internally. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
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